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INTRODUCTION

OPERA America’s 2010 Annual Field Report (AFR) is based on 
the Cultural Data Project/Professional Opera Survey (CDP/POS), 
which OPERA America Professional Company Members in the U.S. 
and Canada complete each year. The CDP/POS collects detailed 
information on annual financial, performance and attendance 
activity, and this AFR highlights data from opera companies’ 
2010 fiscal years (which, when combined, span the range 
from March 2009 to December 2010). The CDP/POS for 2010 
collected data from 97 companies across the U.S. and Canada, 
representing 80% of OPERA America’s professional company 
membership. This survey universe represented an industry with 
total expenditures of $883MM 1 in 2010, marking a decrease 
from the $913MM in expenditures made by 97 companies the 
year before. 

Companies that have reported consistently for five consecutive 
seasons comprise the AFR’s Constant Sample Group (CSG). The 
2010 CSG includes 59 U.S. and 12 Canadian companies for a 
total of 71 companies, six more than the 2009 AFR. This figure 
represents 59% of OPERA America’s Professional Company 
Members. Interestingly, of the 71 companies in the AFR CSG, 20 
(or 28%) have budgets under $1MM, the largest such percentage 
(adjusted for inflation) since OPERA America started publishing 
the AFR. 

While last year’s AFR demonstrated how CSG companies and their 
patrons responded to the worst months of the Great Recession, 
the 2010 report illustrates ticket buyer and donor reactions to 

1. While the figures of the survey universe include the Metropolitan Opera, it has been excluded from the AFR since the exceptional size of the organization would skew the data.

By Larry Bomback and Katherine Baltrush

the early stages of the global economic recovery, as well as 
the tough choices opera companies have made as they adjust 
to what is now commonly referred to as the “new normal.” 
Still, many companies showed signs of stabilizing by the end 
of 2010; 39 of the 71 companies included in the CSG reported 
an operating surplus in 2010, compared to 2009 when only 25 
companies reported a surplus. 

Total expenses of the U.S. CSG decreased over 7%, from $478MM 
in 2009 to $443MM in 2010. This decline, coupled with an 
increase in total operating revenue, resulted in an impressive 
turnaround in net operating income from an aggregate deficit of 
nearly $102MM in 2009 to an aggregate surplus of over $47MM 
in 2010. Thirty-one of 59 (or 52%) companies in the U.S. CSG 
achieved an operating surplus in 2010. The effect of the rapid 
stock market ascent throughout 2010 is evidenced by the 
increase in total net assets (including unrestricted, temporarily 
restricted and permanently restricted funds) of the entire U.S. 
CSG, which rose from $700MM in 2009 to $774MM one year 
later, an increase of over 10%. Total philanthropy received by 
U.S. CSG companies increased from $268MM to $291MM — more 
than 8% — year-over-year, as well. The increase was most 
noticeable in individual giving, which rose 13% from 2009. Total 
operating revenue for the U.S. CSG increased 30%, leaping from 
$376MM in 2009 to $490MM in 2010. Despite this increase, 
ticket sales revenue dropped considerably from $153MM to 
$139MM, or over 9%, from 2009 to 2010 as companies across all 
levels reduced the number of performances offered. 
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In the Canadian CSG, however, ticket revenue held steady at 
$25MM in both 2009 and 2010. Additionally, total contributed 
revenue remained stable at $35MM year-over-year, although 
individual giving was up 8% from over $9MM in 2009 to over 
$10MM in 2010. Total expenses showed a decrease of less than 
1%, dropping from just over $68MM in 2009 to over $67MM in 
2010. Despite the subtlety of these changes, the Canadian CSG’s 

aggregate surplus of $286,000 in 2009 reversed to an aggregate 
deficit of $93,000 in 2010. The net assets of the Canadian CSG 
dropped by 72% from $719,555 in 2009 to $200,916 in 2010, 
owing to write-downs in receivables and sizable increases in 
payables among a few companies. Invested capital fell from 
$33MM in 2009 to $26MM in 2010, a decrease of 25%. 
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THEMES

As the tables and charts on the following pages show, opera 
companies are, in general, becoming increasingly reliant on 
individual philanthropy. Institutional grant-making is declining, 
on average, and ticket revenue comprises a lesser percentage of 
total revenue than in any of the previous five seasons. In 
general, the dollar amount of a company’s budget allocated to 
the creation of the art itself — including the costs of sets, 
costumes, singers, musicians and training programs — is 
shrinking. In some cases, artistic and production expenses have 
remained static as a percentage of total expenses, indicating 
that the shrinking dollar amount spent on the creation of opera 
is proportional to across-the-board reductions in costs. In other 
cases, though, expenses related to the production of opera 
comprise a smaller percentage of a company’s total expenses. 

Level 1 and Canadian companies in the CSG spent roughly two-
thirds of their total expenses on the creation of art, on average. 
Level 2 CSG companies have increased artistic spending since 
2006, despite some decreases in artistic personnel expenses 
since 2009; in 2010, 55% of total expenses, on average, were 
spent producing opera. Level 3 CSG companies spent less on 
the creation of opera than in any of the previous five seasons; 
artistic expenses for these companies represented only 53% of 
total expenses, on average. 

It should be noted that the decrease in personnel costs from 
previous years reflected not only cuts in administrative staff, 
but also reductions in fees paid to artists and performers. 
The stabilization of personnel expenses in 2010 indicates 
that decreases in both administrative staff and artist fees 
— hopefully — lie in the past. Additionally, companies are 
identifying ways to reduce non-personnel costs significantly. 

Negative working capital continues to challenge many opera 
companies, despite increases in net assets, as major 
gifts tend to be earmarked for specific programs or 
productions rather than for unrestricted purposes. While 
many companies report positive unrestricted net assets on 
their balance sheets, the lion’s share of these assets are 
unavailable, being invested either in property and equipment 

(and thus illiquid) or in board-designated reserves rather than 
undesignated funds. 

Ticket prices have fluctuated in recent years as companies have 
responded to both their own changing needs and those of their 
patrons in a challenging economy. In 2010, lowest single ticket 
prices decreased across most of the U.S. CSG by between 5% 
and 15%, on average. Inversely, highest single ticket prices 
rose across the board to greater or lesser degrees. Orchestra 
seating also generally increased among the group, though 
Level 2 companies saw decreases in this category, on average. 
Subscription package prices rose as much as 36%, on average, in 
Level 2, 3 and 4 U.S. CSG companies, despite a general decrease 
in the number of productions mounted. Among the Canadian 
CSG, single ticket prices increased, on average, while both 
subscription packages and orchestra seating prices decreased by 
as much as 37%, on average. Interestingly, these decreases in 
subscription prices did not translate into increased subscription 
renewals among the Canadian CSG. 

Finally, reductions in the number of performances in the U.S. 
CSG have had a noticeable impact on capacity utilization. With 
fewer seats available, aggregate capacity utilization reached 
nearly 81% in 2010. Though pre-recession levels still have yet 
to be attained, houses were fuller than they were a year before. 
Level 3 CSG companies, however, are an exception; despite 
decreasing the number of available seats, paid attendance for 
this group decreased by over 18%, on average, from 2009 to 
2010. Unlike U.S. companies, the Canadian CSG produced more 
opera in 2010 than it had in any of the previous five seasons. 
That effort was rewarded with higher capacity utilizations than 
those achieved over the same period, increasing by over 28%, on 
average, since 2006.
 
Note: All data in the report is presented as an average in dollars 
for each level. Four-year trends are adjusted for inflation. 
The annualized inflation rate in the U.S. from 2006-2010 was 
2.39%. In Canada, the annualized rate for the same period was 
1.78%. For explanations of financial position terminology and 
productivity measures used throughout this report, refer to page 60.
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Leve! 1
 

ANNUAL BUDGETS OVER $10,000,000
 

10 2 companies comprise the 2010 Level 1 U.S. CSG:
 
The Dallas Opera   San Diego Opera Association
Florida Grand Opera  San Francisco Opera 
Houston Grand Opera  The Santa Fe Opera
Los Angeles Opera  Seattle Opera
Lyric Opera of Chicago  Utah Symphony | Utah Opera
 

 OVERVIEW

s� Eight of 10 companies in the Level 1 CSG reported an operating surplus in 2010 for an average surplus of $4.2MM. This marks a 
noteworthy turn-around from the $8.8MM average deficit reported in 2009.

s� Average operating revenue for the Level 1 CSG increased over 46% from over $23MM in 2009 to over $34MM in 2010, reaching 
its highest level in five years’ time. Average expenses declined by over 6% during that period, from $32MM in 2009 to $30MM in 
2010.

s� In 2010, average investment portfolios among Level 1 companies amounted to nearly $48MM, their highest level in five seasons. 
This was the result of new endowment gifts and unrealized capital gains owing to the stock market rise. 

s� Working capital among Level 1 companies improved, on average, from ($5MM) in 2009 to ($1MM) in 2010. Significant 
accumulated deficits, however, still weighed on the majority of companies in the Level 1 CSG. 

2. New York City Opera has been excluded from the U.S. CSG; the lack of a formal season of programming in 2009 renders their CDP/POS survey responses statistically irrelevant.
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 REVENUE

s� Average ticket revenue in 2010 was the lowest of the past five seasons, dropping by over 9% from 2006. Ticket revenue 
accounted for less than 30% of total operating revenue for the first time in five seasons. 

s� In 2010, revenue from investments was $3.7MM on average, the second highest level since 2006.

s� Individual gifts, on average, increased by over 35% from 2009 to 2010 and have risen nearly 27% since 2006. Foundation 
support declined from 2009 to 2010 by 19%, on average, although such support has increased by over 26% since 2006. 
Corporate support has increased slightly from 2009 to 2010, but has declined by 15% since 2006. Local, state and federal 
support of Level 1 companies fell by 8% from 2009 to 2010, and has dropped over 16% since 2006 to its lowest level in five 
seasons.

s� The average Level 1 company ratio of contributed to earned revenue was 56%:44% over the past five seasons. This represents 
the narrowest split among all U.S. levels, by far. 

EXPENSES

s� Level 1 companies allocated approximately 66% of their total budgets to the creation of opera, on average. This represents the 
largest such allocation among all levels. 

s� Total personnel costs, including salaries and fees paid to administrative staff and artists, accounted for 67% of the total budget 
in 2010. Reductions in personnel expenses, however, were shared across departments. From 2009 to 2010, artistic personnel 
costs fell nearly 6%; production personnel expenses also fell by over 2%; marketing and box office personnel expenses decreased 
by almost 4%, as did education personnel at over 5%; singer training and development personnel were hardest hit, declining 
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almost 39% and 24% respectively. The lone exception to these cuts was administrative personnel, the expenses for which 
increased over 5% year-over-year. 

s� Total non-personnel costs accounted for almost 33% of total expenses in 2010. As with personnel expenses, reductions to 
non-personnel expenses were shared across departments. From 2009 to 2010, production non-personnel costs fell over 10%; 
development non-personnel expenses dropped over 15%; administrative non-personnel expenses and non-personnel costs 
related to other earned income projects dropped by 8% and 7% respectively; broadcasting, recording and Internet non-
personnel expenses were most reduced on a percentage basis, falling over 44%; marketing and box office non-personnel 
expenses also decreased, by over 2% year-over-year; education and singer training non-personnel expenses increased almost 
24% and 77% respectively. It is worth noting, however, that both singer training and education non-personnel expenses each 
represented less than 1% of total expenses in 2010. 

s� Marketing productivity increased by 3% from 2009 to 2010, but has declined by 10% since 2006. The modest rise seen from 
2009 to 2010 is attributable to the decrease in marketing expenses, rather than an increase in ticket sales.  

s� Level 1 companies reported a nearly 46% increase in development productivity from 2009 to 2010, raising more than $10 for 
every $1 spent on fundraising, on average.
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY

s� In 2010, companies in the Level 1 CSG reported offering fewer than six productions and 39 performances, on average. This 
represents the lowest average number of both productions and performances since 2006. 

s� Capacity utilization rose from 76% in 2009 to over 87% in 2010, likely resulting from the reduction in the number of 
performances and the subsequent decrease in the number of available seats.

s� The lowest overall single ticket price decreased over 5% from 2009 to 2010, while the highest overall single ticket price rose 
nearly 25% over that period. The lowest orchestra seat price increased almost 24% from 2009 to 2010, while the highest 
orchestra seat price rose over 45% year-over-year.

s� The price of subscription tickets declined by roughly 7%, on average. While the highest subscription price dropped to levels last 
seen in 2007, the lowest subscription price reached its lowest level in five seasons. 

s� Subscription renewals declined to 67% in 2010 from nearly 74% in 2009. 
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Leve!"2
 

ANNUAL BUDGETS BETWEEN $3,000,000 AND $10,000,000
 
18 companies comprise the 2010 Level 2 U.S. CSG:

The Atlanta Opera  Opera Carolina
Austin Lyric Opera  Opera Colorado
Boston Lyric Opera  Opera Company of Philadelphia
Central City Opera  Opera Theatre of Saint Louis
Florentine Opera Company  Palm Beach Opera
Fort Worth Opera   Pittsburgh Opera
The Glimmerglass Festival  Portland Opera
Lyric Opera of Kansas City  Sarasota Opera
Minnesota Opera    Virginia Opera
 

OVERVIEW

s� Ten of 18 companies in the Level 2 CSG reported an operating surplus in 2010 for an average surplus of over $200,000. This 
marks an improvement from the nearly $676,000 average deficit reported in 2009. 

s� Average operating revenue for the Level 2 CSG increased nearly 6% from $5.8MM in 2009 to $6.1MM in 2010, reaching its 
second highest level in five years’ time. Average expenses declined over 8%, from $6.4MM in 2009 to $5.9MM in 2010. 

s� In 2010, average investment portfolios among Level 2 companies amounted to approximately $5MM, their lowest level in five 
seasons.

s� Working capital among Level 2 companies improved only slightly, on average, from ($1.1MM) in 2009 to approximately 
($925,000) in 2010. This indicates that long-standing deficits continued to weigh on balance sheets in 2010. 
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REVENUE

s� Average ticket revenue in 2010 was the lowest of the past five seasons, dropping by nearly 8% since 2006. Ticket revenue 
accounted for 28% of total operating revenue, the lowest in five seasons. 

s� In 2010, revenue from investments was nearly $333,000 on average, comprising 14% of total earned income. This marks the 
second highest level since 2006. Companies, however, drew more than usual from investment accounts in 2010, covering 
shortfalls in ticket sales and contributed income. This indicates that the decreased portfolio value of investments, referenced 
above, resulted not from market losses as it did in 2009 but, rather, from companies opting to draw further from their 
endowments, thus eroding their value. 

s� Revenue from sources other than the sale of tickets and returns on investments increased over 6% from 2009 to 2010. Such 
revenues have increased over 76% since 2006. 

s� Individual gifts, on average, decreased nearly 6% from 2009 to 2010, but have risen over 14% since 2006. Foundation support 
declined from 2009 to 2010 by over 3% on average, although such support has increased by 7% since 2006. Corporate support 
fell 17% from 2009 to 2010 and has dropped nearly 21% since 2006. Local, state and federal support of Level 2 companies 
declined over 22% from 2009 to 2010, reaching its lowest level in the past five seasons, but has fallen only 2% since 2006.

s� The average Level 2 company ratio of contributed to earned revenue was 61%:39% over the past five seasons.
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EXPENSES

s� Level 2 companies allocated approximately 55% of their total budgets to the creation of opera, on average. This represents the 
second lowest such allocation among all levels. 

s� Total personnel costs, including salaries and fees paid to administrative staff and artists, accounted for over 59% of the total 
budget in 2010. Reductions in personnel expenses were experienced across nearly all departments in 2010. From 2009 to 2010, 
artistic personnel costs fell over 10%; production personnel expenses, conversely, rose over 3%; marketing and box office 
personnel expenses decreased by almost 7%; education and development personnel expenses both decreased slightly, by less 
than 1% each; singer training personnel was hardest hit, declining almost 29%. Administrative personnel expenses, however, 
increased over 5% year-over-year. 

s� Total non-personnel costs accounted for over 40% of total expenses in 2010. From 2009 to 2010, production non-personnel 
costs rose nearly 2%; broadcasting, recording and Internet non-personnel expenses changed little year-over-year. All other 
departments experienced double-digit reductions in non-personnel expenses from 2009 to 2010; singer training non-personnel 
expenses dropped nearly 44%; marketing and box office non-personnel expenses fell over 10%; development non-personnel 
expenses dropped nearly 27%; education non-personnel expenses fell over 25%; administrative non-personnel expenses declined 
almost 25%; non-personnel expenses related to other earned income projects decreased 32%. 

s� Marketing productivity decreased nearly 19% from 2009 to 2010, and has dropped by nearly 29% since 2006.

s� Level 2 companies reported a 7% increase in development productivity from 2009 to 2010, raising over $6.50 for every $1 
spent on fundraising, on average. It is worth noting that, prior to 2010, marketing and development productivity for Level 2 
companies have either increased or decreased together. 
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY

s� In 2010, companies in the Level 2 CSG reported offering nearly four productions and 21 performances, on average. This 
represents a decrease from the highest average number of performances reported in 2009. 

s� Capacity utilization rose from 67% in 2009 to nearly 79% in 2010. This likely resulted from the reduction in the number of 
performances and marks a reversal of the previous four-year trend of declining capacity utilization. 

s� The lowest overall single ticket price decreased almost 16% from 2009 to 2010, reaching its lowest level in five seasons. The 
highest overall single ticket price rose nearly 2% from 2009 to 2010. The lowest orchestra seat price dropped 22% from 2009 to 
2010, while the highest orchestra seat price declined 9% over the same period. 

s� The price of subscription tickets increased on average from 2009 to 2010. The lowest subscription price increased nearly 29%, 
while the highest subscription price rose almost 10% year-over-year. In 2010, subscription prices reached their highest levels in 
five seasons. 

s� Subscription renewals decreased to nearly 49% in 2010 from over 67% in 2009, likely resulting from the increase in subscription 
ticket prices over the same period.
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Leve!"3
 

ANNUAL BUDGETS BETWEEN $1,000,000 AND $3,000,000
 

11 companies comprise the 2010 Level 3 U.S. CSG:
 
Dayton Opera Association  New Orleans Opera
Indianapolis Opera  Opera Columbus
Kentucky Opera   Opera Omaha
Long Beach Opera  Syracuse Opera
Madison Opera   Tulsa Opera
Nashville Opera

OVERVIEW

s� Nine of 11 companies in the Level 3 CSG reported an operating surplus in 2010 for an average surplus of over $161,000. That 
marks an encouraging increase from the over $39,000 average deficit reported in 2009.

s� Average operating revenue for the Level 3 CSG declined only slightly from 2009 to 2010, remaining at just over $2MM. Average 
expenses declined over 10% from $2.1MM in 2009 to $1.9MM in 2010, reaching their lowest levels in five seasons. 

s� In 2010, average investment portfolios among Level 3 companies amounted to over $628,000, a slight increase from 2009. 

s� Working capital among Level 3 companies improved slightly. The average decreased from ($172,000) in 2009 to ($165,000) in 
2010. 
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REVENUE

s� Average ticket revenue in 2010 was the lowest in the past five seasons, dropping nearly 25% from 2006. Ticket revenue 
accounted for 23% of total operating revenue in 2010. 

s� As investment income and box office revenues have declined from 2006 to 2010, $42,000 and $159,000 respectively, other 
earned income has more than doubled as Level 3 companies pursue alternative revenue sources such as set/costume rentals, 
facility rentals, handling fees, advertising, concessions and parking. 

s� Individual gifts, on average, increased slightly from 2009 to 2010. These gifts have dropped over 7% since 2006. Foundation 
support has remained static from 2009 to 2010, but has risen over 6% since 2006. Corporate support rose nearly 6% from 2009 
to 2010, but has been halved since 2006. Local, state and federal support of Level 3 companies increased almost 13% from 
2009 to 2010, but has declined by more than 31% since 2006.

s� The average Level 3 company ratio of contributed to earned revenue was 69%:31% over the past five seasons. This is indicative 
of the reliance of Level 3 companies on private support. Indeed, individual support, at 20% of total revenue over the past five 
years, is gaining ground on ticket sales as the single largest revenue generator for Level 3 companies.
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EXPENSES

s� Level 3 companies allocated 53% of their budgets to the creation of opera, on average. This represents the lowest such 
allocation among all levels. These decreased production expenses help explain the increase in program coverage over the past 
four seasons. 

s� Total personnel costs, including salaries and fees paid to administrative staff and artists, accounted for 59% of the total budget 
in 2010. Reductions in personnel expenses were experienced across nearly all departments in 2010. From 2009 to 2010, artistic 
personnel costs fell over 5%; production personnel expenses also fell by over 3%; marketing and box office personnel expenses 
decreased by almost 11%; development personnel costs decreased by 17%; administrative personnel costs dropped nearly 14%; 
singer training personnel expenses were most reduced on a percentage basis, falling 37%. The exception to these reductions 
was education personnel expenses, which increased over 14% year-over-year. It is worth noting that, despite this increase, 
education personnel expenses have represented only between 1% and 2% of total expenses in each of the last five seasons. 

s� Total non-personnel costs accounted for over 40% of total expenses in 2010. From 2009 to 2010, production non-personnel 
costs decreased 14%; broadcasting, recording and Internet non-personnel expenses experienced little change; development non-
personnel expenses fell by over 22%; administrative non-personnel spending also decreased, by 20%; education non-personnel 
expenses declined nearly 40%; non-personnel expenses related to other earned income projects decreased over 34%; and non-
personnel expenses increased for marketing and box office by over 4%. Singer training non-personnel expenses increased over 
58% from 2009 to 2010, though it should be noted that these expenses still accounted for less than 1% of total expenses in 
2010, consistent with the trend of the past five seasons. 
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s� Marketing productivity decreased by over 24% from 2009 to 2010, and by nearly 22% since 2006, reaching its lowest point in 
five seasons.

s� Level 3 companies reported a nearly 35% increase in development productivity from 2009 to 2010, raising more than $8 for 
every $1 spent on fundraising, on average. 

s� Among Level 3 companies, an inverse relationship has tended to exist between marketing and development departments. 
Indeed, when marketing productivity has risen, development productivity has — coincidentally — tended to fall 
proportionately, and vice versa. This trend, apparently unique to the Level 3 companies, does not imply that one rises at the 
expense of the other. In aggregate, each dollar spent on development and marketing yielded nearly $10 in combined returns, on 
average.
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY

s� In 2010, companies in the Level 3 CSG reported offering three productions and roughly seven performances, on average. This 
represents the lowest average number of both productions and performances since 2006.

s� Capacity utilization fell from over 64% in 2009 to over 56% in 2010, and was the only level, including Canada, to see a 
decline in capacity utilization. Unlike other levels, which experienced an increase in capacity utilization by reducing the 
number performances and, thus, the number of available seats, Level 3 CSG companies experienced an even greater decrease 
in the number of paid seats than in the number of seats available year-over-year. It is worth noting that Level 3 companies, 
on average, reported the lowest artistic spending of all levels, suggesting that reductions in artistic investment may have an 
impact on audience engagement. 

s� The lowest overall single ticket price remained in line with the low levels reached in the previous year. The highest overall 
single ticket price rose slightly from 2009 to 2010. The lowest orchestra seat price rose over 17% from 2009 to 2010, reaching 
its second highest level in the past five seasons. The highest orchestra seat price rose 4% over the same period, climbing to its 
highest level since 2006. 

s� The price of subscription tickets rose, on average. While the highest subscription price only rose over 1%, the lowest 
subscription price increased nearly 30%, reaching its highest level in the past five seasons. 

s� Subscription renewals dropped to 71% in 2010 from over 79% in 2009. 
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Leve! 4
ANNUAL BUDGETS UNDER $1,000,000
 

20 companies comprise the 2010 Level 4 U.S. CSG:
 
Amarillo Opera   Opera North (NH) 
American Opera Projects  Opera Roanoke
Chautauqua Opera  Opera San Luis Obispo 3

Fargo-Moorhead Opera  Opera Saratoga 4

Greensboro Opera   Opera Southwest
Mississippi Opera   Pensacola Opera
Mobile Opera   Piedmont Opera
Musical Traditions   Tacoma Opera
Music-Theatre Group  Townsend Opera Players  
Nautilus Music-Theater  Tri-Cities Opera Company
 

OVERVIEW

s� Only four of 20 companies in the Level 4 CSG reported an operating surplus in 2010, resulting in an average deficit of almost 
$40,000, the largest deficit since 2006.

s� Average operating revenue for the Level 4 CSG decreased almost 20% from $633,000 in 2009 to over $509,000 in 2010, marking 
its lowest level in five years’ time. Average expenses also declined by 17% over that same period, dropping from $662,500 in 
2009 to $549,000 in 2010. This, too, marks the lowest level of expenditure in the last five years. 

s� In 2010, average investment portfolios among Level 4 companies amounted to over $124,000, their lowest levels since 2006. 

s� Working capital among Level 4 companies worsened, on average, from over ($33,000) in 2009 to over ($56,000) in 2010. The 
Level 4 CSG is the only U.S. CSG to show a decline in working capital over that period. 

3. Opera San Luis Obispo was formerly known as Pacific Repertory Opera. 
4. Opera Saratoga was formerly known as Lake George Opera at Saratoga.
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REVENUE

s� Average ticket revenue in 2010 was the lowest in the past five seasons, dropping over 15% since 2006. Ticket revenue 
accounted for over 23% of total operating revenue, a level consistent with that of the past five seasons. 

s� In 2010, revenue from investments was over $5,000, on average. Though this is still well below the highest levels achieved in 
2008, this marks an encouraging improvement from the $900 average seen in 2009.

s� Individual gifts, on average, fell nearly 25% from 2009 to 2010, and have fallen over 13% since 2006. Foundation support 
increased slightly since 2009, but has dropped nearly 41% since 2006. Corporate support decreased over 21% from 2009 to 
2010, but has risen over 2% since 2006. Local, state and federal support declined over 6% since 2009, but has increased 15% 
since 2006. 

s� The average Level 4 company ratio of contributed to earned revenue was 70%:30% over the past five seasons, the widest gap 
among all levels.
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EXPENSES

s� Total personnel costs, including salaries and fees paid to administrative staff and artists, accounted for 53% of the total budget 
in 2010, their lowest levels in five seasons. 

s� Total non-personnel expenses accounted for 47% of total expenses in 2010, the second highest level in five seasons on a 
percentage basis.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY

s� In 2010, companies in the Level 4 CSG reported offering three productions and approximately seven performances, on average, 
on par with companies in the Level 3 CSG. This represents the lowest average number of both productions and performances 
since 2006. 

s� Capacity utilization increased from 52% in 2009 to 57% in 2010, likely resulting from the reduction in the number of 
performances and the subsequent reduction in the number of available seats. 

s� The lowest overall single ticket price dropped 10% from 2009 to 2010, reaching its lowest level in five years. The highest overall 
single ticket price, however, did not change significantly. Conversely, the lowest orchestra seat price rose over 10% from 2009 to 
2010, while the highest orchestra seat price rose over 25% from 2009 to 2010. Orchestra seat prices were higher in 2010 than 
in any of the past five seasons, on average.

s� The price of subscription tickets increased, on average. The highest subscription ticket price rose over 13% and the lowest 
subscription ticket price rose over 36%, both reaching their highest levels since 2006 by far. 

s� Subscription renewals dropped only slightly, from over 77% in 2009 to over 76% in 2010. 
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Cana#$
 

12 companies comprise the 2010 Canadian CSG:

Opera Atelier   Manitoba Opera
The Banff Centre   Opéra de Montréal
Calgary Opera   Pacific Opera Victoria
Canadian Opera Company  Queen of Puddings Music Theatre Company
Chants Libres   Tapestry New Opera
Edmonton Opera   Vancouver Opera Association

OVERVIEW

s� Eight of the 12 companies in the Canadian CSG reported surpluses in 2010, though the group of companies as a whole reported 
an average deficit of over $7,500. Despite the fact that the same number of companies reported surpluses in 2009, the size of 
the surpluses tended to be smaller in 2010. 

s� Average operating revenue for the Canadian CSG decreased only slightly from 2009 to 2010, hovering at $5.6MM in both years. 
Average expenses also experienced little change, also remaining at approximately $5.6MM in both 2009 and 2010. 

s� In 2010, average investment portfolios among Canadian companies amounted to $2.1MM, a 20% drop from their levels in 2009. 

s� Working capital among Canadian companies decreased, on average, from ($272,000) in 2009 to ($358,500) in 2010. In 2010, 
eight of the 12 companies in the Canadian CSG reported negative working capital. 
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REVENUE

s� Average ticket revenue in 2010 decreased slightly from that reported in 2009, but has risen 29% since 2006. Ticket revenue 
accounted for over 37% of total operating revenue in 2010. 

s� In 2010, revenue from investments was over $16,500, on average. Though this is not the lowest level seen in the last five 
seasons, it marks a dramatic decrease of over 51% from 2009. 

s� Individual gifts, on average, increased 8% from 2009 to 2010 and have risen 35% since 2006. Foundation support, however, 
declined sharply from 2009 to 2010, by nearly 50% on average, though such support has increased almost 43% since 2006. 
Corporate support increased 11% from 2009 to 2010, but has decreased slightly since 2006. Local, provincial and national 
support of Canadian companies fell less than 1% from 2009 to 2010, but has increased 13% since 2006. Government subsidy 
still is, and will likely remain, the largest contributed revenue source for Canadian companies and the second largest revenue 
source after ticket sales. 

s� The average Canadian company ratio of contributed to earned revenue was 50%:50% over the past five seasons, owing in large 
part to government support. 
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EXPENSES

s� Canadian companies allocated 65% of their budgets to artistic and production expenses, on average, on par with U.S. Level 1 
companies. 

s� Total personnel costs, including salaries and fees paid to administrative staff and artists, accounted for 63% of the total budget 
in 2010. From 2009 to 2010, artistic personnel costs increased 5%; production personnel expenses, though, fell by over 4%; 
marketing and box office personnel expenses decreased almost 6%; development and education personnel costs both decreased 
by nearly 4%; administrative personnel costs increased nearly 6%; singer training personnel costs were most reduced on a 
percentage basis, falling over 29%. 

s� Total non-personnel costs accounted for over 36% of total expenses in 2010. From 2009 to 2010, production non-personnel 
costs decreased 2%; broadcasting, recording and Internet non-personnel expenses experienced little change; singer training 
non-personnel expenses increased by almost 6%, as did administrative non-personnel costs, by nearly 1%; development 
non-personnel expenses rose nearly 11%; marketing and box office non-personnel expenses were reduced 8%; non-personnel 
expenses related to other earned income projects rose nearly 35%; education non-personnel expenses fell 49%. It should be 
noted that, despite the large year-over-year percentage decrease, education non-personnel expenses still accounted for less 
than 1% of total expenses in 2010, consistent with the past five seasons. 

s� Marketing productivity increased by nearly 8% from 2009 to 2010, recovering from a slight drop experienced the year before. 
Since 2006, marketing productivity has increased over 15%. 

s� Canadian companies reported an almost 4% decrease in development productivity from 2009 to 2010, raising over $7 for every 
$1 spent on fundraising, on average. 
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY

s� In 2010, companies in the Canadian CSG reported offering over three productions and over 16 performances, on average. This 
represents the highest average number of both productions and performances since 2006. 

s� Capacity utilization rose from almost 78% in 2009 to nearly 85% in 2010. 

s� The lowest overall single ticket price rose 18% from 2009 to 2010, returning to the levels reached in 2008. The highest overall 
single ticket price rose over 7% from 2009 to 2010, reaching its highest level in five seasons. Conversely, the lowest and 
highest orchestra seat prices dropped from 2009 to 2010, falling 37% and 29% respectively. Orchestra seat prices were at their 
lowest level since 2006. 

s� The price of subscription tickets declined on average. While the highest subscription price dropped less than 2% from 2009, the 
lowest subscription price decreased over 18% during that time. 

s� Subscription renewals increased slightly from over 79% in 2009 to 80% in 2010. 
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Conclusi%n
The AFR does not include information on attendance at the many community events and education programs conducted by all 
companies over the course of the year because it is difficult to accurately measure attendance at these informal and frequently non-
ticketed efforts. Simulcasts in sports stadiums, flash mobs in malls, free outdoor concerts in public parks and the wealth of other 
creative audience development projects offered by companies nationwide and across all levels (most recently during National Opera 
Week) indicate that the art form is thriving, albeit in a less traditional sense. Though the number of mainstage productions and 
performances may be decreasing, the door has opened for many new and varied opera-making activities. While the scope and nature 
of this phenomenon is difficult to quantify, its impact is significant in terms of public engagement and related perceptions. 

F&nancia! P'siti%n Termino(og)
Balance sheet measures and ratios are used to track the overall health of an opera company. The following measures are 
included in the Annual Field Report.

TOTAL NET ASSETS
This is what an organization owns after paying off all of its liabilities or all that it owes. Total net assets should grow at least 
as fast as operating expenses each year. This tends to indicate that an opera company is building its total capital. 

x� Unrestricted net assets have no donor imposed restrictions, are available for use by a company and generally include 
fixed assets. 

x� Temporarily restricted net assets represent gifts for future periods or for specific projects. Temporarily restricted net 
assets indicate that the organization is funding projects in advance of implementing them.

x� Permanently restricted net assets are restricted by the donor in perpetuity. Permanently restricted net assets are most 
commonly endowment. Increases may be caused by increases in the market value of existing investments and/or by 
new gifts from donors. 

WORKING CAPITAL 
Working capital consists of the unrestricted resources available for operations. It is a fundamental financial building block of 
an organization. Adequate working capital provides financial strength and flexibility to an organization, the ability to meet 
obligations as they come due and the flexibility to experiment. Working capital is calculated as unrestricted net assets less 
fixed assets. (For Canadian companies, the calculation is total net assets minus fixed assets.) If an organization has unre-
stricted investments, they will be included both in working capital and in total investments. Working capital can be related to 
the size of an organization’s operation. An increase in the ratio over time indicates growth in financial strength. 

INVESTMENTS
Invested capital includes monies usually invested long-term. This includes both investments reported on an organization’s bal-
ance sheet and separately incorporated endowment funds. It approximates reserves and endowment, and it may be unrestricted, 
temporarily restricted or permanently restricted. Income from investments is available for operations or to support specific 
purposes. Invested capital that provides a significant revenue stream increases the strength and sustainability of an organization. 
An increase in the ratio over time indicates investment growth at least in proportion to growth in operating size.

FIXED ASSETS
Fixed assets includes all land, buildings, equipment, any capitalized production elements (sets, props, costumes) and other 
fixed assets owned by the organization. Fixed assets are generally unrestricted but may be temporarily restricted. Net fixed 
assets are less accumulated depreciation. 
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P*oductivity Measu+s
Productivity ratios measure how many dollars are generated by each dollar spent on revenue generating activities. Expenses 
include both personnel and non-personnel costs. Examples of two of these productivity ratios — marketing and development 
— are provided below. 

The marketing productivity ratio measures how many dollars of program revenue are generated by each dollar spent on mar-
keting and public relations. It is calculated as follows:

Marketing Productivity = Total box office revenue ÷ Marketing/PR/Box Office expenses 

The development productivity ratio measures how many dollars of contributed revenue are generated by spending a dollar 
on development. This calculation includes restricted and unrestricted contributions because development expenses include 
expenses for any capital fundraising such as for a permanently restricted endowment. It is calculated as follows:

Development Productivity = Total contributions (including unrestricted, temporarily and permanently restricted) ÷ Development 
expenses 

The program coverage measure tracks what portion of artistic and production costs are covered by box office revenue. It is 
calculated as follows:

Program Coverage = Total box office revenue ÷ Artistic & production expense
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B,nchma-.ing P*os/ctus
Good research is important for understanding the health of an opera company and for developing both short- and long-term 
strategies. The AFR presents an overview of the field’s activity. While it offers a detailed look at levels within the opera 
field, the data and trends are averaged from groups of companies that may have little in common operationally beyond their 
budget sizes. Thus, the trends of a group may not reflect the trends of an individual company. OPERA America has data on 
professional companies dating back more than two decades, and frequently conducts 10-, 15- and 20-year trend analyses, on 
request, for trustees and general directors using carefully selected comparable organizations. 

A complete OPERA America Benchmarking Analysis includes the following information:

Financial & Operational Analysis

City Profile
x� City and Metropolitan Area Population 
x� Median City and Metropolitan Area Age, Education Level and Income 
x� Cost of Living Averages 
x� Cultural Statistics: Number of Higher Education Institutions, Number of Performing Arts Organization and Cultural Vital-

ity Rankings 

Repertoire Analysis 
This unique and proprietary tool is used, in part, to determine repertoire trends at companies that share a similar budget size 
and demographic.

For information or to commission a benchmarking study, contact Katie Baltrush, KBaltrush@operaamerica.org. 

x� Budget Growth 
x� Endowment as % of Total Expense 
x� Artistic Expense as % of Total Expense 
x� Artistic Expense Growth Rate vs. 

Total Expense Growth Rate 
x� Program Coverage (% of Artistic Budget Covered by 

Ticket Sales) 
x� Artistic Expense per Available Seat 
x� Artistic Expense per Production 
x� Artistic Expense per Performance 
x� Personnel vs. Non-Personnel Expenses 
x� Ticket Income/Contributed Income/Other Operating 

Income as % of Unrestricted Income 

x� Development Productivity 
x� Sources of Contributed Income 
x� Individual Contributions per Attendance 
x� Marketing Productivity 
x� Box Office Income per Attendance 
x� Market Penetration
x� Ticket Prices 
x� Capacity Utilization 
x� Subscription Renewal Rates
x� Current Ratio
x� Net Assets as a % of Budget
x� Working Capital 
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